
Context Dependence Seminar  

Question 1: Consider the following experiment from Shafir (1993). Subjects were divided into 2 groups.  

Group 1: Imagine that you are planning a week vacation in a warm spot over spring break. You currently have two 

options that are reasonably priced. The travel brochure gives only a limited amount of information about the two 

options. Given the information available, which vacation spot would you prefer?  

Group 2: Imagine that you are planning a week vacation in a warm spot over spring break. You currently have two 

options that are reasonably priced, but you can no longer retain your reservation for both. The travel brochure gives 

only a limited amount of information about the two options. Given the information available, which reservation do you 

decide to cancel?  

Following are the choices made by the 2 groups. Explain the difference in results between the two groups.  

    Group 1  Group 2  

Spot A  average weather average 
beaches medium-quality 
hotel medium-temperature 
water  
average nightlife 

33%  52%  

Spot B  lots of sunshine 
gorgeous beaches 
and coral reefs 
ultra-modem hotel 
very cold water very 
strong winds no 
nightlife  

67%  48%  

  



Solution to Question 1  

While Spot A seems unremarkable yet unobjectionable on all counts, Spot B has certain features-like the gorgeous 

beaches, plenty of sunshine, and the modem hotel-that make it clearly preferable to many subjects, but it has other 

features-like the cold water, the winds, and a lack of nightlife-that make many subjects decide to reject it.   

It appears that the relative importance of options’ strengths and weaknesses vary with the nature of the choice – 

prefer or cancel in this case. The positives are weighted more in the decision when asked to choose. But when asked 

to reject, the negatives (such as no nightlife) influence the decision more.  

Thus, the subjects are significantly more likely to end up in Spot B when asked which spot you prefer than when they 

are asked which spot to cancel.  

  



Question 2: Consider the following experiment from Tversky and Shafir (1992):  

98 subjects were presented with the won version of the following game. A week later they were presented with the 

lost version of the same game. 10 days after that they were presented with a disjunctive version.  

Won/Lost version: Imagine that you have just played a game of chance that gave you a 50% chance to win $200 and 

a 50% chance to lose $100 .The coin was tossed and you have [won $200 / lost $100]. 

Then, players were offered a second identical gamble: 50% chance to win $200 and 50% chance to lose $100 

Would you:   Accept a second gamble  or  Reject a second gamble 

Results of the game: Table 2 Won Game  Lost Game  

Accept a second gamble  69% 59% 

Reject a second gamble  31% 41% 
 

 

Disjunctive Version: Imagine that you have just played a game of chance that gave you a 50% chance to win $200 and 

a 50% chance to lose $100. Imagine that the coin has already been tossed but that you will not know whether you 

have won $200 or lost $100 until you make your decision concerning a second, identical gamble: 

50% chance to win $200 and 50% chance to lose $100  

Would you:   Accept the second gamble  or  Reject the second gamble 

Results of the game: Table 3 Disjunctive Game 

Accept the second gamble  36% 

Reject the second gamble  64% 
 

 



 

The below table shows the number of people (out of 98) who accepted or rejected the second gamble in the 

disjunctive condition for each of the four groups defined by their choices in the Won and the Lost conditions. The 

four groups are those who accepted the second gamble in both the Won and the Lost conditions, those who rejected 

the second gamble in both conditions, those who accepted in the Won condition and rejected in the Lost condition, 

and those who rejected in the Won condition and accepted in the Lost condition.  

 

Table 4 Won Game 

Accept second Reject Second 

Lost Game 
Accept second  26 Reject and 14 Accept 12 Reject and 6 Accept 

Reject Second  17 Reject and 11 Accept 8 Reject and 4 Accept 

  

Explain the results  

  



Solutions to Question 2  

The results of the win/lost version (Table 2) show that whether you win or lose, majority of subjects choose to accept 

the second gamble. But in the disjunctive version (Table 3) majority of subjects reject the second gamble.   

Table 4 shows that 40 people out 98 accepted the second gamble both after a gain and loss in the first gamble. However 

out of these, 26 (65%) rejected the second gamble in the disjunctive version when the outcome of the first gamble 

wasn’t known. The most frequent response pattern was “accept after a win, accept after a loss, but reject when 

uncertain"  

This pattern of preference is induced by uncertainty at the moment of the decision and is called the disjunction 

effect. This violates Savage’s Sure Thing Principle.  


